
“I look forward to working 
with this team of GLOBE and 
NASA partners to articulate 
the connections between the 
resources and communities of 
both. This project was designed, 
and has the potential, to be 
highly influential due to its 
broad impacts across all grade 
levels K-12 and  all the STEM 
disciplines,” says Bourgeault.  

Partners in this project include: University of Toledo; Bos-
ton University; Tennessee State University; the University 
of California-Berkeley; the San Francisco-based research 
and service agency WestEd; Raytheon; NASA Langley 
Research Center; and GLOBE.

Partner institutions will pilot this program with students 
in their regions, focusing on making learning in STEM 
subjects a more hands-on experience of solving problems 
by applying concepts in science, engineering, math, and 
technology. As principal investigator Czajkowski points 
out: “Education research shows that when students do 
projects, the learn better than by reading a book or doing a 
worksheet or something.” 

In her role as U.S. Country Coordinator, through the 
N.H. GLOBE Partnership at the University of New 
Hampshire Leitzel Center, one of Jennifer’s projects is 
conducting a series of teacher webinars on classroom 
field investigations. Each webinar is followed by a blog 
post from a GLOBE teacher, detailing their experience of 
applying the webinar material in a classroom setting. 

The webinars’ resulting student field investigations and
research will be used to develop entries for a GLOBE
International Virtual Science Fair. In addition, students are 
able to submit investigations to one of six NSF-funded
U.S. Science fairs to be held in spring 2016. As GLOBE
Country Coordinator, Bourgeault will also organize 11
GLOBE workshops for teachers of K-4, introducing
content on aerosols and use of NASA sky color materials.  
For more information visit www.globe.gov/us-science-fair.

 Jennifer can be reached at: jen.bourgeault@unh.edu   
Phone: (617) 971-USCC or (617) 971-8722

NASA’s SCIENCE MISSION DIRECTORATE has recently 
funded 27 science partners in a $42 million science 
education project. Their goal: expanding programming 
for science education and engaging learners of all ages in 
NASA education programs and activities.   

“These [partner] selections build upon a legacy of excel-
lence from our science education community,” said Dr. John 
Grunsfeld, Assoc. Administrator of NASA Science Mission 
Directorate and NASA astronaut. “These awards, together 
with efforts in NASA’s Office of Education and other part-
ners, will advance STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, 
and Mathematics) education efforts in this country, improve 
U.S. scientific literacy, and help to inspire our nation.” 

One of the 27 projects is Mission Earth: Fusing GLOBE 
with NASA Assets to Build Systemic Innovation in STEM 
Education. This project, led by the University of Toledo 
with Dr. Kevin Czajkowski, professor of Geography, as 
principal investigator, will develop a vertical (K-12) science 
curriculum using NASA and GLOBE resources to introduce 
students to scientific discovery and hands-on inquiry.  

GLOBE (Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the 
Environment) is an international science and education 
program connecting students, teachers, and scientists to 
local environmental learning with a global perspective. 

Jennifer Bourgeault, the GLOBE U.S. Country Coordinator,
is part of this NASA-funded Mission Earth project, facilitating 
project field testing and implementation in GLOBE 
Partnerships across the country.   She coordinates the N.H. 
GLOBE Partnership through the University of New Hampshire’s 
Joan and James Leitzel Center for Mathematics, Science, and 
Engineering Education.

Jennifer’s work as GLOBE consultant in Mission Earth: 
Fusing GLOBE with NASA Assets to Build Systemic 
Innovation in STEM Education is funded through 
this $10 million grant for 5 years. She will focus on: 
advising and assisting with implementation of GLOBE 
curriculum resources; including GLOBE partners in field 
testing through webinars, work groups, and individual 
communication; and ensuring that these newly-developed 
materials are vertically integrated into science education 
across the U.S. -- in settings ranging from classrooms to 
citizen science and informal education in science centers. 

Mission Earth: Fusing GLOBE with NASA Assets to Build Systemic Innovation in STEM Education 
includes Jennifer Bourgeault, GLOBE U.S. Country Coordinator, UNH Leitzel Center
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